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CH.APrER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Nature and scope of the work 

Economics 1s oomposed of diverse f1elds--production 

economics, consumer behavior, international trade, public 

finance, business cycles, or income analysis, but it 

possesses striking formal similarities: essentially the 

same theories and logical structures underlie these diverse 

fields. In the study of economics we first specify the 

problems to be studied and, using various toola, we analyse 

or observe these problems. In principle, tools have a 

servant's status, but they may become masters in certain 

situations. In fact, they may even come to dominate an 

entire period or school of thou&~t. The solution of import

ant problems may be delayed because the requisite tools 

a.re not perceived, or may not exist. Or the availability 

of certain tools may lead to an awareness of problems that 

can be solved With their help. OUr servants may thus become 

our gUides. But in any case changes in tools and changes 

in emphasis in various problems go together and interact. 

The present phase in the development of economics 

prOVides Vivid examples of manifold interactions between 
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tools and problems. The notable phenomenon is that tur

bulence and transition are more intense and frequent in 

the domain of tools than in that of problems. In another 

words, our economic problems remain relatively the same, 

whereas the various tools applied to them change rapidly, 

becoming more and more elaborate devices. The most con
(1)

spicuous developments are the follOWing two: 

(1) the increasing use of a growing number of mathe

matical concepts, theories, and theorems in 

economic reasoning in the past quarter of a 

century, and 

(2) the revolutionary increase in the capabilities 

of computing and data-processing equipment as 

well as the increased application of methods of 

statistical inference and the measurement of 

economic behavior. 

These two major Changes in tools are closely 

interrelated. They have caused serious difficulties 

of communication within the economics profession. 

Separate and esteria languages are used among different 

mathematical economists and econometricians. As is the 

case of the introduction of any new theory or technique, 

this problem will be solved eventually, since the need 

for more effective communication is realized by 

(1) Koopmans, T.O. Three Essays on the State of Economic
Science, New York, MCGraW-Hill, 1957, p.170.
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various schools of economists. The effort will also come 

from the increased training in mathematics of economic 

students. 

Dn this essay we will trace the development of 

multiplier models from the simple Keynesian type to dynamio 

multi-sector models. By tracing the evolution of such a 

theory, we will be able to see the various interactions 

between problems and tools which we have discussed above. 

OUr major objectives may be summarized as: 

(1) the development of multiplier theory from static 

to dynamics, aggregate to dlsaggregate. 

(2) the increased application of mathematical tools 

at each stage of the development of multiplier 

theory, and interactions between mathematical 

tools and the ordinary language, 

(3) the striking similarities and linkages between 

different types of multiplier theory. 

1.2 Chronological observation 

The idea of the multiplier was first ~resented in 
(2) (3) 

an article by Kahn, and in his General Theory Ireynes el

aborated and molded it in his theoretical framework of 

national income analysis. Since then, many economists have 

discussed the multiplier and introduced it into the study 

(2) R.F. Kahn, hThe Relation of Home Investment to Unemploy
ment," Economic Journal, Vol.4l, 1931, pp.173-198.

(3) J.M. Keynes, General Theory of Employment, Investment 
and Money, N.Y. Harcourt, Brace and Co. 1950, Chap.IO. 
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of business cyoles, public finance, and international trade. 

The multiplier theory which Keynes formulated is 

oommonly known as the 'investment' multiplier or the 'employ

ment' multiplier. It deals with the effects of an incre

ment in investment upon the level of income. This multi

plier can be easily produced from a simple equation which 

does not take time into account, and therefore the multi

plier effect is considered to be static. He discusses the 

multiplier in terms of the marginal propensity to consume 

for a community as a whole. Due to the lack of dynamio 

relations and the use of an aggregate marginal propensity 

to oonsume, the Keynesian multiplier 1s reoognized as 

static and aggregate. 
(4)

In The Trade Crcle Harrod discusses a foreign trade 

multiplier, and thus makes an addition to the work of 

Keynes. Harrod's foreign multiplier takes into acoount 

imports which are regarded as a funotion of income. The 

effects of imports upon inoome, therefore, are expressed in 

the multiplier. When a country increases, say, domestic 

investment, its income will be inoreased through the multi

plier process. A. part of the inorease in income, however, 

will be spent on foreign-produoed goods. This 'leakage' 

through imports reduoes the mUltiplying effeots upon income 

of an increment in investment. The foreign tra.de multiplier 

(4) R. F. Harrod, The TradeCyole, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 
1936, p.149, pp.153-l54. 
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may be smaller than the domestic multiplier because the 

former takes an account of leakage of income through importse 

Harrod's foreign trade multiplier is a slight varia

tion'of' the Keynesian, but there is not much difference 

between them: both of them are static and aggregative, and 

their formulae are algebraically identical. Harrod treats 

imports as proportional to the level of income, while 

Keynes regards it as given, and thus in Harrod's ease import 

effects upon income are explicit in the multiplier, whereas 
(5)

in Keynes's case they are implicit in the multiplicand. 

In Harrod's foreign trade multiplier, the world is divided 

into two economies: the domestic economy ,'"v'and' the rest 

of the world. He assumes exports as well as investment as 

exogenous factors. However, in actuality 1t 1s obvious 

that exports normally tend to increase or decrease as 

incomes of foreign countries change. In this case the ex

ports of the domestic country are a function of the income 

of the rest of the world: if income in the rest of the 

world increases, exports of the domestic country will be 

expanded. 

Let us pursue this point further. Suppose that 

domestic investment 1s increased in country A. Then, as 

explained preViously, the level of its income and imports 

(5) This point is shown clearly in algebraic formulae in 
D. H. Robertson, uMr. Clark and the Foreign Trade 
Multiplier," Economic Journal, June 1939, pp.354-364. 
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will go up. An increase in A's imports is an increase in 

the exports of the foreign countries to country A. If ex

ports of the foreign countries increase, their levels of 

income also will be raised. This in turn increases their 

purchases of goods from country A. In this manner, an 

increase in imports in country A will eventually lead to 

an increase in its exports through the chain reaction 

described above. The chain reaction is called 'feedback' 

or foreign induced effects. Harrod treats a single country 

in isolation and ignores the feedback effects. 

Machlup advanced the study of the multiplier by for
(6) 

mUlating the feedback effects in his two-country models. 

He distinguishes between equilibrium states of income and 

the balance of trade and their respective behavior through 

time after some disturbance from a previous equilibrium. 

In doing so, he opens t;he"way for period-analysis. However, 

his models lack generality in the sense that the number 

of countries considered are two or at most three. The 

theoretical framework of his foreign trade multiplier is 

similar to that of the Keynesian multiplier. 

The Keynesian multiplier, being static and aggrega

tive, has ita merits in that it i8 straighttcOI'WardI and 

simple. However, these properties constitute limitations 

at the same time. The Keynesian analysis treats hetero

{6} Fritz Machlup, International Trade and the National 
Income Multiplier, Philadelphia, Blaklston Co. 1943. 

\ 
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geneous quantities as homogeneous variables. The marginal 

propensity to consume for a community as a whole is a 

conglomoration of various marginal propensities in different 
(7)

economic sectors. The other obvious limitation is its 

static nature: it is timeless in that nothing is speci

fied concerning the duration of the process and thus the 

multiplier effect is not even instantaneous since the word 

'instantaneous' suggests time. 

With the introduction of Leontief's inter-industrial 
(8) 

analysis, the study of the multiplier has been elaborated 

into multi-sector analysis. Metzler worked out a multi

regional analysis independently of Leontief's influence. 

However, he did not publish his paper until there was a 

widespread interest in the multi-sector type analysis. 

Leontief's work served to create this Widespread interest 

and it stimulated a new direction for economic theory. 

NoW' an inter-industry type of framework has become a 

well-established method in the field of economic analysis. 

Among various multi-sector multiplier analyses, 
(9) (10) (11)

those of Metzler, Chipman, and Goodwin, can be treated 

(7) This point will be discussed further in Chap. III. 
(8) w. Leontief, The struoture of Amerioa.n Econom 1919

1939, (2nd ed. New York, Oxford Univ. Press, 1951. 
(9) Lloyd A. Metzler, "A Multiple-Region Theory of Inoome 

and Trade," Econometrioa, Vol.18, Oot. 1950, pp.329-354.
(10) John S. Chipman, tiThe l.fulti-Sector Multiplier, ft 

Econometrica, Vol.18, Oot. 1950, PP.355-374. 
(11) R.M. GoodWin, "The Multiplier as MatriX, n Economic 

Journal, Vol.59, Dec. 1949, pp.537-555. 
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as representative. As will be discussed in Chapter III, 

the properties of their contributions are similar, whether 

they be mUlti-regional or multi-sector multipliers. 

'Regions' or 'sectors' can be interpreted as industries, 

different regions within a country or different countries. 

In the models of Metzler, Chipman and Goodwin, we 

can demonstrate their direct linkages with the simple 

Keynesian multiplier by treating the last as a speoial 

case. ThUS, one of the important aspects of their works 

is that they have enlarged and expanded the Keynesian 

theory. The statio multi-sector analyses can be developed 

into dynamio analyses by introducing the time-element 

into the models. This ineVitably makes the analyses 

mathematical in the sense that without the help of mathe

matical language we cannot handle them. Since the models 

are period analyses, difference equations beoome a key 

tool. 

Dynamics is a much discussed subject in economics, 

but its meaning is diversified and ambiguous. Some people 

consider it analogous to the concepts of theoretical 

physics, and others attempt to describe dynamics by refer

ing to historical developments of economic society: in 

this case such factors as population, changes in political 

system and technology become variables. Throughout this 

essay we will follow one of the approaches which is 
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(12) 
conventionally used in the field of economic theory. 

This is period analysis, and it makes a dynamic economio 

model by dating variables in funotional equations. This 

iSI.:;done by considering a time unit as composed of a 

"period. n Metzler, Chipman and Goodwin consider dynamics
(13) 

as a uniform one-period lag. Hicks, in his Trade Cycle, 

discusses a distributed lag, i.e. a variable taken as a 

function of, say, income not only in one previous period 

but in ~ preceding periods. FolloWing Hioks' method, 

Bear has studied the multi-seotormultiplier with a dis

tributed lag and he has indicated that a single period
(14)

lag analysis is a special case of the former. 

1.3 The organization of the essay 

In this essay, I will start with the simple Keynes

ian domestio multiplier. Then Harrod's foreign trade 

multiplier will be discussed as a direct extension of 

the Keynesian analysis. A Machlup type model will be 

presented to show a simple case of feedback effects. All 

these disoussions are put in Chapter II. Chapter III will 

deal with the static as well as dynamic matrix multiplier. 

(12) Another approach is rate analysis which treats time 
as cumulative change. We will discuss this in the 
first section of Chapter IV. 

(13) J.R.Hicks, A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade 
Cycle, Oxford, OXford University Press, 1950, especially
the mathematical appendix.

(14) D.V.T. Bear, The Forei~~ Trade MUltiplier, unpublished
dootoral dissertation, Ann Arobor, Mich., University 
Microfilms, 1963. 
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In the discussion of the dynamic model, stability condi

tions are important and thus we will discuss them. In 

Chapter IV we will investigate some Cases of distributed 

lag w~ich are developed by Bear. 

One further remark on the scope of this essay: 

ever since Samuelson discussed the interactions between 
(15)

the multiplier and accelerator in an explicit form. it 

has been realized that if we talk about the behavior of 

national income, we have to see not only the multiplier 

effect but also the accelerator effect. A combination 

of these two effects in some form is a necessary consi

deration in national income analysis. If we lack either 

of them, we will only see part of the problem. In this 

essay, however, the acceleration effect is negleoted, and 

the behaVior of national income is observed within the 

framework of the multiplier effect. 

(15) P.A. Samuelson, "Interactions between the :Multiplier
Analysis and the Principle of Acceleration, t. The 
Review of Economic Statistics, Vol.21, May, 1939, 
PP.75-78. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE KEYNESIAN MULTIPLIER 

2.1 The Keynesian domestic multiplier 

The well known equation which has now become a 

tautology defines the national income of a closed system as 

Y':C+I, 

where Y is national income, a, consumption, and I, invest

ment. Here we are neglecting the government sector. In 

the simple Keynesian system investment, I, is assumed to 

be given, while consumption, 0, is proportional to national 

income. Assuming that the consumption function is linear, 

this relation can be expressed as 

c = cY +~

I = 10 , 
where c is the marginal propensity to consume and f is the 

level of consumption independent of income. c 1s usually 

assumed to be 0 < c <1. Substituting (2.2) into (2.1), 

we get 
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In order to see the corresponding change in income 

when investment increases, we differentiate (2.3) with 

respect to 1
0 

: 

dY _ 1-ar o - 1 - c • 

1 
The right hand side of (2.4), 1 - c , is the domestic 

investment multiplier. 

This model is a closed system, or a self-sufficient 

economy, and furthermore it is static. In our actual 

economy the propagation of an increment in investment is 

gradual: only after so many successive periods will changes 

in investment be felt among different economic sectors. 

However, the Keynesian static analysis neglects all this, 

and thus it serves only to help us grasp the logio of the 

mUltiplier, With little use ~or any empirical stUdy. In 

reality, there is a possibility that the aggregate marginal 

propensity ~ may change from one income period to another, 

and also some investments affect the level of income 

faster than others. Furthermore, the transaction period 

differs in each economic sector. 

An economic model should be so constructed as to 

reflect the actual economy as much as possible. ThiS, 

however, is an ideal criterion which will never be achieved. 

One of the purposes of setting up a model is to grasp the 

general principles of how an economy works. A model may 
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be allowed to remain in some abstract form which does 

not necessarily reflect all the aotual behavioral patterns 

of the economy, provided that we understand its limitations. 

The model should be under oonstant observation and criti

cism, especially by empirical studies. Also the model is 

limited in its formulation by the available tools. With 

an advancement of tools and criticism, it 1s revised from 

time to time. 

The domestic investment multiplier of (2.4), which 

is derived from (2.1) and (2.2), does not have any value 

beyond suggesting the existence" of the multiplier effect 

if consumption is a funotion of inoome. 

2.2 Introduotion of the foreign seotor 

Let us bring in a slight variation to (2.1). Now 

we consider a country whioh conduots exports and imports. 

In this open model there are only two economles--the domestic 

eoonomy and the eoonomy of the rest of the world, although 

no consideration 1s given to the latter in the model. 

A definition eqUivalent to (2.1) will be 

y = C + I + X - X, 

where X is exports and M imports while the meanings ot 

the other symbols remain the same. Here X is given and 

M 1s a funotion of income. These relations can be 
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expressed as 

x =Xo 

:M • mY + r , 
where m is the marginal propensity to import. Now not 

only consumption but also imports is a function of income. 

SUbstituting (2.2) and (2.6) into (2.5), we get 

{l - (c - m) } Y :: 10 + X 0 t ~ - r . 
Since investment, I, and exports, X, are autonomous 

expenditures, let us derive a multiplier with respect to 

the combination of the two. Differentiating (2.7) with 

respect to (10 +Xo)' we obtain 

dY _ 1 
(2.8) !(Io+Xo)- i - (c - m) • 

Equation (2.8) describes Harrod's foreign trade 
(16)

multiplier which is a form of IIspending multiplier. 1I 

1 
If we compare the domestic multiplier, 1 - c with 

1 
the foreign trade multiplier, 1 - (c-m)-, we notice 

that in the latter case the marginal propensity to import is 

expressed in the multiplier as a 'leakage' element. As an 

(16) R.F. Harrod, Ope cit. pp.149, ~53-l54. The ter
minolog" "spending multiplier" is used by Oscar 
Lange, 'The Theory of the Multiplier," ~conometrica,

Vol.ll, July-oct., 1943, p.231. 
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economic assumption it is usually specified that 

o<m< 0 < l, i. e. the marginal propeneity to consume 

is greater than the marginal propensity to import and 

both of them are positive and less than unity. That they 

are positive means consumption as well as imports increases 

as national income increases. These economio limitations 

are not signifioant in statio analysis, but in dynamios 

they are involved in the investigation of stability con

ditions. Under the above assumption, the domestic multi

plier is always larger than the foreign trade multiplier. 

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) do not consider any 

feedback effects (or induced exports effects), since the 

model treats the country as isolated from the rest of the 

world in the sense that its exports are ind.epndent of 

the level of income of the rest of the world.. 

2.3 Two country model with feedback effects 

Machlupdiscusses some induced effeots on exports 

by treating exports as a funotion of a foreign oountry's 

income. In his two country model, he lays out equilibrium 

conditions to simplify functional relations and to obtain 
(l~)

a simple form of the foreign trade multiplier. However, 

(17) F. Machlup, International Trade and the National 
Income Multiplier, loc. clt. pp.76-79. 
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his analysis is composed of tedious mumerical examples 

and furthermore it lacks generality. In this seotion 

we will examine a ease where some feedbaok effects are 
(18)

taken into consideration. The two country model 1s 

analysed to illustrate the general idea that the foreign 

trade mUltiplier changes when feedback effects are 

oonsidered. 

Let us assu.me that there are only two countries, 

oountry 1 and country 2, and that one oountry' s exports 

are the other country's imports. The balance of trade 

is in equilibrium and domestic investment is treated as 

given. Then the two countries' income equations will 

be given as follows. 

for country 1: for country 2: 

01 =cIYl +(1 1 

(2.10)
Xl =~ =m2Y2 .... t2 ,

(18) '!b.e~.lnodel we are discussing here 1s different from 
Maohlup's model. OUr model is rather closer to 
Metzler' S which was givan in "Underemployment Equi
librium in International Trade, tl Econometrlca, 
Vol.10, April, 1942, pp.97-l12. In ou!' model 
marginal and average propensities to import are 
assumed to be equal. 
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where small subscr1pts 1 and 2 identify country 1 and 

country 2. SUbst1tut1ng (2.10) into (2.91, we get 

(1 - cl + ml )Yl - m2Y2 =Il :f.f3J. +l2 - 'Ii 
-mlYl + (1 - c 2 -4- m2 )Y2 =12 + ~2 +'l\- Y2. 

In simultaneous equations (2.11) there are two equat10ns 

and two unknowns, and therefore we can solve them_ The 

solut1on is 

1 - C2 .... m2
D

where 

1 - Cl + m -m2l
D = 

-ml 1 - c2 + m2 I· 
Now let us conf1ne our interest to the effects on 

1ncome when there 1s a change in the level of investment 

1n country 1. This can be seen by d1fferentiating (2.12) 

with respect to 11- For conven1ence we will call country 

1, "the domest1c economy" and country 2, "the foreign 

economy." By d1fferentiating (2.12) w1th respect to I 1 , 

we obtain 

dY2 = and 
dl1 
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Bquations (2.13) can be interpreted as the 

foreign trade multiplier of the model we are dealing with 

here. One of the immediate concerns will be how income in 

the domestic country as well as that in the foreign country 

will be affected by changes in domestic investment, that is 

to say, whether the signs of dYl and dY2 are positive 
dIl dll 

or not. Obviously this depends upon the sign of D and that 

of 1 - c2 + m and mI. It will require a thorough ex2 
amination to determine what those signs are. However, to 

make the argument simpler, let us recall the usual economic 

assumptions, and see what the signs will be under them. 

As we stated in page 15, we assume that in normal 

circumstances 0 < mi <c1 < 1 (i = 1,2) does hold. Under 

these conditions we can see that the numerators of dYl 
dI1 

and dY2 are posit1ve: that is, 1 - c2 +m2 > 0 and 
dli 

~ O. As for the denominators, the determinant D canml 
be expanded as 

D = (1 - cl + ml}(l - c2 + m2) - m1m2 

= (1 - 01)(1 - c2 - m2 ) + ml (l - c2 ). 

Under the assumed conditions it is obvious that each 

expression in parentheses on the right-hand side is positive, 

and therefore D>O. 
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In short we can say that under normal circumstances 

an increment of domestic investment increases domestic as 

well as foreign income levels. So far we have examined 

the foreign trade multiplier when the feedback effects are 

taken into consideration. Oompared to Harrod's foreign 

trade mUltiplier, the foreign trade multiplier with feed

back effects naturally becomes complicated, and thus an 

evaluation of its behavior is not easy. Here we have 

limited our discussion to what will happen to our model 

under normal economic conditions. 

In the discussion of the foreign trade multiplier 

it is implicitly assumed that (1) the rate of exchange 

is fixed, (2) no capital movements between countries 

occur, (3) prices are unchanged and (4) supply curves 

are perfectly elastic; that is, there are resources which 

are not utilized so that an expansion of investment does 

not create any inflation. These as.sumptions are character

istic of national income analysis and pose a sharp con

trast to the classical theory which is inclined to em

phasize movements of prices, interest rates, and the 

foreign exchange rates. Income analysis is intended to 

determine whether there are ~qui11brating forces in 

domestic or international economy other than price adjust

ments and, if so, how these other forces operate. The 

foreign trade multiplier 1s a tool to serve this purpose. 
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The Keynesian dynamic multiplier 
(19)

Leaving the discussion of dynamics to later , 

we will follow here one of the conventional ways to date 

variables by putting a one-period lag in a model. In 

dynamics, a discussion of stability as'sumes an important 

role. In this section we will examine two models, the 

Keynesian domestic multiplier and Harrod's foreign trade 

multiplier, and we will discuss stability conditions. 

Before we examine the stability of the models, let 

us briefly consider what is meant by stability. In 

theory it is often identified with the convergence of a 

dependent variable to a stable value or equilibrium value 

which is independent of time. This concept of stability 

is applicable to a model where functional relations are 

linear and coefficients are constant. In this case the 

position of equilibrium 1s constant and thus it is bounded. 

This is the case which Samuelson calls "first order stabi
(20) 

lity of the first kind." When we dealwlth a linear 

system with variable coefficients we have to examine 

the boundedness of the solution to see whether the system 
(21) 

is stable. However, in this essay it will be sufficient to 

(19) See the first section of Chapter IV. 
(20) P.A. Samuelson, Foundations ,of Economic Analysis,

Cambridge, Harvard University Press 1947, p.334.
(21) See Richard Bellma.n, Stability Theory of Differential 

Equations, N.Y., HcGra\'tr-Hll1, 1953, PP.33-34. 
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treat stability as a convergence to a fixed equilibrium 

level independent of time. 

Now let us see the Keynesian domestic mUltiplier. 

We assume that consumption in period t depends upon income 

of period t - 1. Then (2.2) becomes 

(2.2 1 ) OCt) =cy(t-1) f t3 , 

while (2.1) becomes 

yet) =OCt) + I(t), 

where we assume l(t) : 1
0 

• SUbstituting (2.2') into (2.1'), 

we get a first order difference equation 

yet) =cy(t-l) + 10 +f 

and its solution is 

t1 cyet) Cty(o) - ( 1 + e) or,+ 1 c(2.14) = - 0 

10yet) = (y(o) - + B ) ct + 10 + e: ,
1 - c 1 - c 

where yeo) is an initial condition. 

We now have to consider conditions which will make 

the model (2.3') stable. From (2.14) it is obvious that 

if Yet) converges to a certain value, (2.3') will be 

stable. If ct in (2.14) goes to zero, as t approaches 

infinity, yet) will converge to a stable value 10 ~ ~ •1 - c 
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The necessary and sufficient condition for this is 

Ie 1<1, or the absolute value of the marginal propensity 

to consume is less than unity. Under this condition, the 

Keynesian dynamic mUltiplier is stable. and in the limit 

it has the same value as the static multiplier. 

Now let us turn to Harrod's foreign trade multi

plier. Here we assume that consumption and imports in 

period t depend upon the income of period t-l such that 

c(t) • ey(t-l) + f 
M(t) • my(t-l) + r . 

Then (2.5) becomes 

y( t) = (c - m) y( t-l) t 10 ... Xo + f1 - r , 
and denoting (c - m) as p, (10 to Xo-+' ~ -, ) as Co' 

we get 

(2.5') Yet) =py(t-l) - Co. 

The solution of (2.5') is given as 

°0 )(2.15) Yet) = (y(o) - ------ pt t
1 - P 1 - p 

and the stability condition is I p I<1, or Ie - ml < 1. 

Removing the absolute value sign, we get c - l<m < c + 1. 

If we compare the stability condition of (2.15) 

with that of (2.14) which says that the abolute value of 
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the marginal propensity to consume is less than unity, 

we note an interesting result. In the case (2.15) stability 

can result even if the marginal propensity to consume is 

greater than unity, provided that c - 1<m <0 + 1 is 

satisfied. For example, if 0 = 1.5, then 0.5< m< 2.5. 

If this case occurs, we can say that the instability of 

the domestic economy is converted into stability because 

of foreign trade. c > 1 means that m is also large 

enough to force the marginal propensity to spend on domestio 

goods, that is (c - m), below unity. We should note that 

this is possible only because in this model exports, X, 

are considered to be independent of the level of income 

in the rest of the world, and therefore there are no feed

back effects. If there are feedback effects this abnormal 

stability may collapse. 

In this chapter We started from the Keynesian 

domestic multiplier and then discussed a Harrod type foreign 

trade mUltiplier, which is a direct extension of the 

domestic multiplier. Then we discussed a ease of feed

back effects. These various models are derived from the 

same definition of national income given in (2.5). The 

only points in which they differ are the factors we take 

as variables. In the domestic model (closed system) only 

consumption is treated as a function of income. In the 
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Harrod model imports are regarded as a function of income 

while exports are still held constant. In the feedback 

case exports enter as a function of income in the foreign 

oountry. These models are included under the title of 

Keynesian multiplier because they share a distinctive 

characteristics of aggregativeness. After the discussion 

of static models, we proceeded to introduce lags, and we 

showed the conditions under which stability will result. 
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CFfAPTER III 

THE MATRIX lrIDLTIPLIER 

3.1 The aggregation problem 

One of the limitations of the Keynesian analysis 

is that it is aggregatlve, because an aggregatlve analysis 

tends to treat heterogeneous magnitudes as homogeneous 

variables. In the preceding chapter the economy is assumed 

to be composed, at most, of tour different sectors-

consumer demand, investment, exports and imports. These 

sectors are so-called final demand sectors. In case of 

the foreign trade analysis, the world is divided into two 

parts: the domestic economy and the rest of the world. 

As we know, an economy oonsists of numbers of 

economic sectors and the world has a number of countries. 

Each eoonomic sector has a different behavior pattern and 

the number of economic sectors varies according to the 

way we ola.ssify them. The classification depends upon the 

purpose of our stUdy. However, when we classify, we have 

to take utmost care not to bundle sectors which have 

distinctively different behavioral patterns together into 

one sector. If we treat heterogeneous qualities as homoge

neous, any result or our study may beoome invalid. 
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Keynes divided an economy into sectors which re

present the final demand flows. In an eoonomy there are 

two different flows of goods, 1.e. inter-industrial flows 

and fina~ demand flows. Keynesian income analysis deals 

only with new inorements or net additions to the economy 

as a result of economic transactions in one period. Thus 

we oan say that he discusses the economy in terms of value

added, and the prooessing stages or inter-industrial trans

actions are ignored in his analysis. This is beoause 

Keynes assumed that every sale among industries is a 
(22) 

purchase and thus supply is also demand. Sales and pur

ohases among industries oancel each other. However, it 

is plausible to expeot industries to behave like consumers 

who sometimes save, or spend more than they earn in one 

period. For an analysis of how an eoonomy works we have 

to examine not only the final demand flows but also the 

inter-industrial flows, and thus olassification of industries 

or economic seotors beoomes a problem. 

The problem of aggregation or disaggregation is an 

extremely diffioult one, and as we have suggested before, 

it varies as the nature of our particular study. Usually 

the aggregation problem is examined to derive a single 

maoro-relation from a set of micro-relations, i.e. the 

aggregates are to be construoted so that the macro-economic 

models are complete, describing the rational behavior of 

(2~) R.M. Goodwin, Ope cit. p.538. 
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households and market interactions between households and 
(23)

firms, as well as the rational behavior of firms. For 

the theoretioal purposes of this essay, it will suffice 

to assume that there will be some optimum degree of divi

sion of the eoonomy into homogeneous groups. In the 

following disoussions we proceed as if the economy is di

vided into homogeneous sectors--whatever the sectors are, 

industries, or regions or countries--to secure stable 

parameters. Furthermore if heterogeneity among sectors 

is not satisfied, the matrix which we study here will 

become singular. 

3.2 The static matrix multiplier 

Let an economy be divided into n 'sectors.' An 

interpretation of sectors depends upon how we interpret 

coefficients of equations. Here, as in Chapter II, the 

model we consider is linear. Many criticisms are direoted 

against a linear economic model for the reason that in 

the real world behavioral functions are presumed to be 

non-linear. However, linear economic, models have merit 

in that they are simple to handle and possess properties 

which are economically significant. In a theoretical 

treatment little generality is lost by assuming 

(23) L.R. Klein, "Remarks on the Theory of Aggregation,"
Econometrica, Vol.14, Dec. 1946, pp.303-312. Also 
R.G.D. Allen, MathematiealEconomics, London, MacMilla.n, 
(second ad.) 1960, Chap. 20. 
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functional relationships as linear. 

A number of economists have worked out multi-sector 

economic models. Although their works differ ti a certain 

degree, their frameworks are similar or even identical. 

The basic structure of the models can be expressed in the 

folloWing system of linear equations: 

( i = 1,2, ••• ,n) 

or in matrix form, 

(I - a. J x • 0, 

where x and c are column vectors of n components and a 
(2~)

is the square matrix Iaij I • As Solow has shown, dependthg:' 

:"On various interpretationa of 8.1j' xi' and 01 we oan 

derive different models. If aij is interpreted as the 

input of commodity i per unlt of output of commodity j, 

Xl as the output of the i-th industry, and 0i as the 

amount of the l-th commodity in the final demand flow, then 

(3.1) 1s an open-end Leontief system. If Xi is the 

national income of the i-th country, the marginalaij , 

propensity of the j-th country to import from the i-th 

country, ali' the marginal propensity to consume domestic 

goods, and 01 the autonomous expenditure ln the i-th country, 

\2)) R. Solow, "On the structure of Linear Models," 
Econometrica, Vol.20, January, 1952, p.29. 
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(2i) 
then (3.1) 1s the international trade system of Metzler. 

(26) (21)
Goodwin and Chipman have interpreted the same system 

of equations in terms of a more or less arbitrary division 

of an economy into sectors, with the same meanings for 

the symbols as in Metzler's case. 

Here we will investigate a. model similar to Chipman's; 

his arbitrary divis10n of an economy 1s more general. Let 

there be an economy consisting of n sectors, each of Whose 

output may be divided into that part which is purchased 

by itself and by other economic sectors and that part which 

represents autonomous expenditures. This relation can be 

expressed in the follOWing way: 

Yi = C~..j. Ii (1 - 1, ••• ,n) 

01 = ~ a1jYj ' 

where is the marginal propensity of the j-th sectoraij 

to spend in the i-th sector and a.ii' the marginal propen

sity to spend in its own sector. 

If we express increments of income, of consumption, 

a.nd of autonomous expenditures as ~Y, ~C, a.nd AI, 

respectively, we have the follOWing relation due to the 

linearity of the model: 

\25) L.A. Metzler, "A MUltiple-Region Theory of Income and 
Trade, II ;loe.bit. 

(2:0) Goodwin, u:rh~.'~ltlp1ier as Matrix, II 10c. cit. 
(2 t7) Chipman, tt.ttJ-tl.!IlJl.1fl-Sector Multiplier," 100. cit. 
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(Y1 ... 6.Y1) :: (CJ + 4 C,1) + (11 ... L:\ 11 ) , 

(1 = l, ••• ,n). 

Therefore, 1f we cons1der only the final increment in 

income for each sector, we have the following system of 

equations: 

4Yl = All + all AYl ... &12 L:::.Y2 +•••+ al .6.. Y n n 
AY2 -- ~I2 -+ a2l..6.Yl + a22 AY2 +••• ,. a2n AYn

(3.3) 
r"-· 

b..y = .6. In + anl!:lYl + an2 D. Y2 +•••+ ann6Yn~n 

or in matrix form,

~ Y = ..61 + M·b..Y,

(~.4) ~\ (I 

where fcr = .4Yl 
..AY2 

•
•
• 

~Yn

Thus, 

[I - MJ = 

M)Lly = AI,

, LiI -- All 

AI'2 
• 
• 

6. In 

, and M = 

I-all -a12 • • • 

-&21 l-a22 • • • 

• 

all a12••• 

&21 &22··· 

• • • 

aln 
a2n 

• 

anI an2 •• • ann • 

-aln 

-a2n 

• 

-anI -an2 • • • I-ann 
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From (3.4), we get 

tJ:t.i =[ I - M] -1 6 I, 

or, 

~Yl =bll IlIl +b12~I2 -+ ••• + bl~ In 

6, Y2 =b2l till -+ b22~I2 +- ••• "" b2n6.In 

,L.Yn = bnl6.I~ of bn2 AI2 ol- ••• -+ bnn~In

bij 
Q-l •where is an element of the inverse matrix [I - M 

(3.5) is a general expression of the static matrix mUltiplier. 

Also, we can express it in another way which is 

derived by solving the system of n equations (3.3) with 

respect to Ly. Using Cramer's rule, and writing D for 

the determinant of [1 - M] , and dDi for the determinant 

of the matrix formed by sUbstituting ~1 in the i-th column 

of [1 - MJ ' we can solve the system of n simultaneous 

equations (3.3) or (3.4) for eachLlYi , and the solution is 

dDi ( ), i. l, ••• ,n • 
D 

The total increment of income generated by Li I in the 

whole economy is given by summing (3.6) with respect to i: 
n 

~!Jy : EidDi •~l i 
D 

The solutions (3.5) and (3.6) are identical; the former 

is obtained by an inversion of the matrix and the latter 

by Cramer's rule. 
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3.3 Linkage between the static Keynesian multiplier 

and the static matrix multiplier 

In the preoeding seotion we have developed a 

general formula of the matrix multiplier which is derived 

by dividing an economy into n sectors. Here we will 

demonstrate that the static matrix multiplier can be 

reduced to the conventional Keynesian multiplier under 

special circumstances, and we shall do this by referring 

to the characteristics of the Keynesian multiplier in 

the light of Keynes' assumption that in inter-industrial 

transactions demand equals supply. 

First let us prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 When all the sectors' total marginal 

propensities to spend are equal to one another, the 

matrix multiplier reduces to the well-known conventional
(2e>

multiplier formula. 

Proof: The system of equations, (3.3) can be 

arranged as follows: 

I-all -a12 • • • -a1n 6Yl = 6Il 

(3.3') -a21 l-a22 • • • -a2n LY2 6I2 

• • - • • 

-anI -an2 • • •I-ann 6~ 6.In -

(2'5) The theorem is in Chipman, 012- cit. p.363. He proves
it in a more general case Where the multiplier 1s 
dynamical. Here since we are confined to the static 
case we will prove the theorem differently, and the 
proof 1s much simpler than Chipman's proof. 
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Now let us add all other rows to the last row, and let 
n 

each sector's total marginal propensity to spend \:1 aij 
(that is, each column sum of H) be equal to 0, then 

(2.3') becomes 

1-a11 -8.12 • • • -&In Y1 -- .611 

(3.8) -8.21 1-a22 • • • -a2n 6Y2 --L\I2 

1\ •1-0 1-0 • • • l-c ~Yn )"AI •1:. 1 

Isolating the n-th equation from the rest we get 

(1 - c) /iYl -I- (1 - c) LlY2- + • • • + (1 - c) ~v =f:.I1I
~ ~ 1=( i 

(3.9) • ~!:::,Y =~I1
•• ~ i l-c • 

(3.9) 1s the total increment in income generated by 6. I 

in the whole economy, and thus the matrix multiplier is 

reduced to the conventional Keynesian formula. 

Previously we stated that Keynes assumed that in 

inter-industrial transactions demand equals supply: he 

cancels out inter-firm transactions on the ground that 

the purchases of a firm equals its sales, and thus leaves 

only the final demand flow, which is national income. 

In the system of equations (3.3'), if we take the n-th 

sector as the household (labour) sector and the remaining 
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(n-l) sectors as firms, then the addition of all the 

other rows to the last row sums to zero except in the 

n-th column. This is because in the inter-firm transact10ns 
\ 

it is assumed that supply equals demand. Thus (3.8) 

becomes 

l-a11 -&12 • • • -aln 

-a.21 1-8.22 • • • -a2n
(3.8' ) 

• 
•
• n 
0 0 • • • 1- Lain 

1-1 

Jly1 

~Y2

• 
• 
• 

Axn 

-- .al 

L::J.2 
• 
• 
•

t;..6.I1 

and by taking the la.st equation out, we get 

&1&i 
1- t-l ain 

• 

n 
Obviously 2: ai . = c, or the marginal propeneity to 

i=l n 

consume, and (3.10) shows the static Keynesian ~ltiplier.

Consequently we can say that the Keynesian multiplier 

results from assuming that demand always equals supply in 

all economic sectors except the household. However, there 

is no guarantee in the light of the actual economic be

havior that the inter-firm transactions cancel. Firms 

may absorb: funds at some times and inject them at others, 

and thus contradicting the assumption that demand always 

equals supp~y in the inter-firm transactions. The matrix 
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multiplier which also takes into account inter-firm 

transactions can be said to describe more closely actual 

economic behavior. It also includes, as shown in (3.10), 

the Keynesian multiplier as a special case. 

3.4 The dynamic matrix multiplier 

Now we shall assume that expenditures in period t 

are a funotion of income in period. t-l. Then (3.2) 

beoomes for the i-th sector 

Yi(t) =Ci(t) + I1 (t) (1=1, ••• ,n) 

(3.11) 
01 (t) = {=1 a1jYj (t-l) 

If we consider only the increments,6. Y1' .b. 0i' and. ~ 11 ' 

then we can have a system of equations which are equiva

lent to (3.3) except that the elements are dated. 

,6Yl(t) =I1I1 t all~Yl(t-1) + • •• + B.InLYn(t-I) 

~Y2(t) =L112 + a21LlYl(t-l) + • •• +- a2~Yn (t-1) 

(3.12) 

~Yn(t) = :t6In +B.n1LY1 (t-I) + • •• + annb.~(t-l),

or in matrix form 

(3.13) I. A'y(t) - M~ yet-I) =..6..1, 

where..6Y(t} and4y(t-1) are the column vectors 
j 

(1 = l, ••• ,n). 
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By iteration, we get 

2 t-lIt we denote R(t) = I +M+M +- ••• ;"K , and post

mu1t~p1y this by M, 

Adding I to both sides of the above equation, 

tR(t)M + I = I + M+ M2 + • • • + M -
1 + Nt 

t=R(t) + M
:. R(t) = ~ - MtJ[1 - Mfl.

Thus (3.14) becomes 

~y(t) =Mt.t:,.y(O) + [I - Mt][1 - Mr~1, or 

(3.15) A 
.~y(t) : M~ Y(O) -[I - MJ-,h ~+ [I - Mr~1 • 

t~ - M} [I - M]-l may be called the dynamic matrix 

multiplier, since in equation (3.15) it represents the 

effects of an increment, A I, upon the increment of output 

~y(t) after t periods. There arises the question 

of whether (3.15) approaches the limit as the number of 

periods approaches infinity. If Nt goes to zero, as t 

increases infinitely, we see that~Y{t) converges to a 

fixed value, [1 - H)-lLlI. If this happens, we say that 

the system (3.15) is stable. Thus we have to find 
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conditions in which ,Ly(t() converges. The question of 

convergence is of considerable practical as well as of 

theoretical interest. 

Before going into stability conditions, let us 

approach the dynamic matrix multiplier from a different 

angle. This 1s the same procedure we have used to produoe 

another expression for the static matrix multiplier, (3.6). 

Equation (3.13) constitutes a system of first-order r .dlf

ference equations, and its general solution consists of 

two parts: a particular solution and the solution to the 

homogeneous equations. The particular solution is given 

by putting Jiy"f. into ,Ly(t) and .6Y(t-l) in (3.13): 

IL y*- 'JIJ.rL1f =LiI, 
~ , 

~ - M~Y =~I,

(3.16) .~. ~y*= [I - M]-lllI. 

This solution, if we recall, is the same as (3.5). Therefore 

it 1s also the same as (3.6), that 1S'~Yi = dDi 
D 

for sector i. 

The other part of the general solution is obtained 

by solVing the homogeneous equation, 

I~(t) - MJly(t-l) = O. 
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(29)
Let A be the operator such that A..tsY(t-l) 1: .AY(t), 

then (3.17) beoomes 

[IA - M]~Y(t-l) = 0, 

where ~Y(t-l) ~ O. This system has non-null solutions 

only if the matrix 11:t - MJ 1s singular, and the neoessary 

and suffioient oondition for this is the vanishing ot the 

determinant of the matr1x: 

(3.18) IrA -MI :: o. 

This is the oharaoteristio polynomial of the system of 

equations (3.12), and it oan be expressed as 

n-l n 
• •• + (-1) Dn-1A of. (-1) Dn :: 0, 

where D is the determinant of Mand D is the sum ofn i 

ti!the i-th order prinoipal minors of M. 
!! (n-i): 

Equation (3.13), therefore, oontraots into the nth-order 

differenoe equation for seotor 1 by multiplyingLl Yi (t-n) 

by the charaoteristio equation: 

(3.19) LiYf(t) -D1AYi (t-l) + D2bYi (t-2)- ••• 

+ (-l)nDn~Yi(t-n) =dDi, 

It iscoustomary in mathematios to denot$ a shift 
operator by E. However, here we usedA ,which is 
Chipman's notation. The shift operator A. becomes 
a charaoteristic root in (3.18) and a oharaoteristic 
root is usually denoted by A. • 
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where 1 - D1 + D2 - ••• + (-l)nnn = II - MI= D. 

Thus, the general solution of (3.13) for sector i is 

dDi-
D 

and for the total increment of income 

(3.21) 1=&1 = "t.d~
i=l D 

where the k1j 'S are constants and the j'S are the roots 

of IIA - MI. 
If I~ I<1 (j = 1, ••• ,n), then (3.20) and (3.21) 

converge to the static multipliers (3.6) and (3.7), 

respectively. This shows that the static multiplier 

is a special case of the dynamic multiplier. 

3.5 stability conditions of the dynamic matrix multlElier 

In the discussion of stability conditions for the 

dynamic system such as (3.13), every element of the matrix 

M, aij' is assumed to be nonnegative. Whatever aij can 

be interpreted as--marginal propensity to consume, or 

marginal propensity to import, etc., this assumption 

means that we are referring to a normal economic condition 

where there is no inferior commodity. Suppose aij is 

the marginal propensity to consume of the j-th sector in 

the i-th sector, &ij >0 means that as the income of the 

j-th sector increases, its purchase of the output of the 
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i-th sector will either increase or remain unchanged, but 

definitely not decrease. 

The stability, as defined on page 20 of this essay, 

of the dynamic system (3.13), depends upon whether the 

series, I t M + M2 t • • • + Mt • • • converges, that is, 

whether lim Mt • O. Metzler has proved the following 
t+oo 

theorem; 

Theorem 3.2 If any element, a of the matrixij , 

M is greater than or equal to zero, then a necessary and 

sufficient condition for the stability of (3.13) is that 

all the characteristic roots of M are less than unity 

in modulus, and that [I - M) has all of its principal 
(30)

minors positive. 

Here we will not go into a proof of the theorem, 

because the next theorem can act as a substitute to the 

theorem above. The latter part of the theorem, 1.e. 

that the principal minors be positive, 1s the Hawkins

S1mon condition which guarantees a solution in terms of 
(31)

nonnegative output. If the conditions in the theorem 

are satisfied, M
t 

will become the null matrix as t goes 

to infinity and thus Ay(t) converges to (3.16), i.e. 

to the static matrix multiplier. If [I - MJ-l has no 

negative element, then we can say that thematrlx multiplier 

(30) L.A. Metzler, "A MUltiple-Region Theory of Income and 
Trade," loc. cit. p.339.

(31) Hawkins, o. and R.A. Simon, t'Note: Some Conditions 
of Macroeconomic Stab11ity,ttEconometrica., Vol.17, 
JUly-oct. 1949, pp.245-248. 
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is positive and an increase in an autonomous expenditure 

will increase income in the various economio sectors whioh 

are affected by the increased expenditure. 

The condition on principal minors i8 difficult to 

apply, especially for large systems, and thus it will 

be convenient if we can find at least sufficient con

ditions which require less computation and which can be 

understood more intuitively. Solow points out and proves
(32) 

one such condition, which is stated here without proof. 

Theorem 3.3 If M= II1i31 is a nonnegative, 

(33) n 
indecomposable matriX ~ aij~l, and there exists-r=-l 
at least one column sum such that f= ak3 <1 (strict 

k==l 
inequality), then, 

(i) all the characteristic roots of Mhave a 
t

modulus less than one and thus lim M= 0, 
t~()()

()O

t(11) [1 - H]-l exists and equals L. M , and 
t=O 

(lii) [1 - ~-l 1s nonnegative. 

(32) See Solow, Ope oit. pp.36-38. Also SeeD.V.T. Bear, 
D. Jorgenson and H.M. Wagner, "Elementary Proofs of 
Propositions on Leontief-J(1nkowskl Matrices," 
Metroeconomica, Vol.XIV, April-Dec. 1962, pp.59-64.
The latter's proof laeasier and more elementary
than the former's. 

(33) In a nonaegative nxn matrix, M:: laul, a colle.ction 
of indices selected from l,2, ••• ,n wlII. be called 
a closed set if a =0 for any q in the set and 
any p not in thePqset. A matriX where there 1s 
no closed set other than the set of all indices, 
l, ••• ,n 1.e. the set of all countr1es or industries 
1s called an1ndecomposable matrix. See Solow, 
OPe cit. PP.33-34. 
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Now we can use theorem (3.3) to state a stability 

condition for a dynamic system suclJ as (3.13). This 

we will state as a. proposition: 

Proposition 3.1 Under theorem (3.3), economic 

system (3.13) is stable. 

The proof oan be easily be accomplished by simply 

applying the theorem. 

Compared to the conditions for stability whioh 

are in theorem (3.2), the stability oondition of theorem 

(3.3) is more meaningfUl in that it refers to an economic 

system which includes the stability-instability knite

edge of a unitary marginal propensity to spend. The 

conditions stated in the theorem (3.3) show that as long 

as there is one eeonom~e sector whose marginal propensity 

to consume is less than unity and as long as the economic 

system is so firmly tied together that each sector 1s 

intrinsically linked to such a stable sector, we may have 

some economic sectors which are on the 'knife-edge' of 

a unitary marginal propensity to consume and still the 

whole economic system will be stable. An 'economic sector' 

can be an industry, region or country according to our 

interpretation of the economic system, (3.13), and the 

borderline sectors with unitary marginal propensities 

can arise in some international problems or in inter

industry analysis. 
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Is the dynamic ma.trix mUltiplier oscillatory? 
(34)

In his article, "The MUltiplier as Matrix," 

Goodwin draws a conclusion that "the dynamical matrix 

multiplier can be shown to have necessarily an 08ci1

latoryelement in its behavior." (p.538) To this 
(35)

Chipman argued that "the multiplier cannot have a.n oscil

latory element in its beha.vior. ptov1ded that no marginal 

propensity to spend is negative and that autonomous in

jections of expenditure are not of opposite s1gn.'· (p.753) 
(36)

As we have stated previously, both Goodwin and 

Chipman are dealing with the same matrix multiplier. 

However, Goodwin divides the economy into units which are 

small enough so that each sector's spending in itself is 

zero; that is, he assumes a matrix whose diagonal elements 

are all zero. Since the trace of a matrix is the sum 

of all the diagonal elements, the trace of Goodwin's 

matrix is zero. According to a property of matrices 

that t'the trace of a square matrix 1s equal to the sum of 
(31)

the characteristic roots of the ma.trix," 1t follows that 

the sum of the characteristic roots of his matrix is zero. 

Letting ~, ~, ••• , A.. be the characteristic roots,n 

EConomic Journal, Vol.LIX, Dee. 1949, pp.537-555.
35) J.S. Chipman, "Professor Goodwln's Matrix MUltiplier,"

Economic Journal, Vol.LIXI, Dee. 1950, pp.753-763.
(36) Spra, p.29.
(37) Browne, E.T. Introduction to the Theory of Determlnants 

andMatrices,Chapel Hill, Unlv. of North Carolina,
1958, p.251. 

3 
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He argues that hhis indicates that all latent roots of 

the matrix cannot be real and positive, and that consequently 

negative or complex roots make the dynamic matrix multi

plier oscillatory. 

On the other hand, Ohipman's multiplier matrix, 

which is also nonnegative, does not assume that all the 

diagonal elements are zero, i.e. in his system economic 

sectors may carry out transactions within themselves. 

The matriX multiplier may be written as a geometric series, 

/\ [ 2 t-ll"
~(t) = ~ +M+M + ••• + M ~I.

Since no element in M is negative, it follows that no 

element of any power of M can be negative. Hence the 

geometric series must be monotonically increasing for 

every part of the economy. Thus, Chipman concludes that 

"as long as no marginal propensities to spend are negative 

and no autonomous injections are of opposite sign, not 

only may the system exhibit monotonic behavlor-- it must 
(38)

do 80." 

Before examining Chipman's and Goodwin's arguments 

on oscillations, we have to concern ourselveswlth hoW' 

the multiplier 1s to be defined, and th~s neither of the 

above writers have done. In the static system the 
1 

aggregate multiplier is defined as 1 - c , and the 

(38) Chipman, op. cit. p.75B. Italics mine. 
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d1saggregate multiplier as [r - ~-l. S1nce the static 

ana.lysis is not concerned with the concept of time, there 

is no other definition. However, in the case of dynamics 

we have two alternative definitions: one is to define 

the multiplier as lim 1- at = constant in the aggrega.te 
t.lXl 1 - c 

system and as lim (I - }.It] [I - M]-1 =constant in the 
to;. 00 

disaggregate case. The other is to define the multiplier 

as a power series on the period to period base, 1.e. 

1 + 0 + 0 
2 +... + at lnthe aggregate case and 

tI + M -to M2 + •••+M ln the dlaaggregatecase. The 

former definition is concerned only With the limiting situa

tion of the effect of autonomous expenditures, while the 

latter deals with the period-to-period behavior. 

If the marginal propensity to consume, 0, is less 

than unity in absolute value, the two alternative defini

tiona in the aggregate system have the same value at 

infinity, since the power series, 1 -t c + c2 + ••• + 0 t 
I converges to as t goes to infinity. Similarly

I - c 

in the matrix multiplier, So long as the conditions in 

theorem (3.3) are satisfied the expressions, 

I +M to M
2 to • • ~Mt, and [} - MJ-l become the same 

at infinity. In short, so long as the stability conditions 

are satisfied the two alternative definitions are identical 
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in the limit. 

In this essay we define the multiplier as the 

limiting situation, and thus we have concerned ourselves 

with the effect of autonomous expenditures 1n the limit. 

OUr discussions have been centered around the stability 

oonditions, and this definition of the multiplier does not 

raise the question of whether the multiplier is oscillatory. 

On the other hand, if we define the multipl.ler on a period

to-period basis, comparing the effect of autonomous ex

penditures in the initial period on incomes of successive 

periods, we may raise the problem of osoillation. 

In the discussion on whether the multiplier is 

osoillatory, both Chipman and Goodwin talk about the 

mUltiplier as a power series, and they examine the effect 

of the multiplier from period to period. They argue, 

however, under the stability oonditions of theorem (3.3). 

Therefore, what they are concerned with 1s not stability 

or instability of the economic system but the way a power 

series approaches a stable limit. If the effect of auto

nomous expenditures shows a monotonic path in each period, 

the multiplier effect is not osoillatory but if the multi

plier moves in an oscillatory manner from one period to 

another, the multiplier effect 18 oscillatory. 

Both Chipman and Goodwin deal w1th difference

equations models, and thus the behavior of the dominant 

latent roots of the system they exam.ine becomes one of the 
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(39) 
focal points of the discussion, for in the llmitthe 

largest la.tent root characterises the solution. Thus the 

question of escillation depends upon the sign of the 

dominant latent roots. It seems that both Chipman and 

Goodwin have neglected to examine this point. For example, 

Goodwin satisfies himself by stating that all latent roots 

of the matrix cannot be real and positive and that conse

quently the system must be oscillatory. However, if the 

largest latent root is simple, real and positive and if 

there is no other root which 1s close to l.t in absolute 

value, the matrix multiplier in power series will for 

all intents and purposes show no oscillation after the 

first few terms. This 1s because the real and positive 

root dominates the behavior and any oscillatory compenenta 

are negligible. However, if there are any other roots 

equal in absolute value to the largest real and positive 

root, the matrix will show oscilla.tions. Neither Goodwin 

nor Chipman have touched this point, and their failure to 

do so i8 an indication of a lack of precision in their 

concept of the matrix multiplier. 

Solow, considering two types of matrices, primitive 

and imprimitive, and using the Frobenlus' theorems, 

(39) Here we stressed the phrase 'in the limit' for if 
the latent roots have negative or complex parts 
the series may show oscillation on the period-to
period base for a first few terms. 
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(40) 
discusses the possibility of oscillations. He discusses 

difference equa.tions. It a. matrix for the multi-sector 

multiplier is primitive, we can say that the dominant 

motion of the dynamic system (3.13) is monotonic because 

any latent roots which are oscillatory elements can be 

negleoted. If it is imprimitive there will be an oscil

latory mode due to a negative or complex root which will 

damp faster than the monotonic motion. In this argument, 

whether the dynamic matrix multiplier is oscillatory 

depends upon the type of matrix. 

In this ohapter we started from a static matrix 

multiplier and demonstrated that th~ Keynesian aggregate 

mUltiplier is a special case of the matrix multiplier. 

Then the dynamic matrix multiplier is discussed by intro

ducing a one-period lag to the static system. In the 

dynamic matrix multiplier stability conditions playa 

orucial role, a.nd the theorem (3.3) 1s presented a.s a 

comprehensive condition for stability. The theorem is 

(40) The definition of primitive and imprimitlve matrices 
are as follows: Frobefi1uB showed that if a matr1x 
Mis a nonnegative and indecomposable, then it has 
a charaoteristic rootJlo which is s1mple, real, 
positive and not less in absolute value than any 
other root. If there is any other root which 1s 
equal to~ in absolute value, M is called im
primitive •.... If I\, is larger in absolute magnitude 
than any other root, then M 1s primitive. See 
Solow, Ope cit. p.40. 
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richer in conclusions than the Simons-Hawkins-Metzler 

condition (which is in theorem 3.2), because it shows 

directly that the stability-instability knife-edge case 

or the unitary marginal propensity to spend may be stable. 

Finally we have briefly mentioned two alternative defini

tions of the multiplier and we have discussed whether the 

dynamic matrix mUltiplier is oscillatory. We have 

indicated that the discussion of oscillation depends 

upon the definition of the disaggregate dynamio multiplier. 
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OHAPTER IV 

THE MULTIPLIER WITH DISTRIBUTED LAG 

4.1 Making a dynamioanallsis 

In the previous ohaptera we have develQped the ag

gregate models from statios to dynamios by putting a one

period lag in the models. The period analysis was conveni

ently assumed to represent eoonomio dynamics. However, 

this is not the only way of making dynamio analysis. In 

economic theory, there are two means to analyse dynamic 

economio models; they are period analysis and rate analysis. 

The former treats time as being composed of a perlod--

whatever the length of period may be and it involves dif

ference equations. The la.tter, on the other hand, treats 

time as a continuous change, and thus it consists of 

differential equations. The choioe between these two 

different methods of dynamio analysis is usually a matter 

of oonvenience, since by approaching the length of a. 

period to zero we can apprOXimate difference-equation 

analysis to differential-equation analysis. In Chapters 

II and III we ha.ve examined the multiplier from one-

period lag analysis. In the follOWing seotions an el

aboration of period analys1s is attempted by expanding 

it to distributed lag analysis. 
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4.2 The &55regate K!lnesian mUltiplier with a 

distributed la5 

In the discussion of dynamic multipliers we made 

an assumption that consumption in the present period is 

a function of income in the previous period. Oonsumers, 

however, may ba.se their expenditures not only on income 

in one previous period but also that in some periods in 

the past. Acoordingly oonsumer expenditures in period t 

may be a function of income in several periods preceding 

period t. With this consideration 1n mind, we will deve
. (41) 

lop an aggregate model with a distributed lag. 

(4.1) Yet) =oCt) + let) 

where 
n 

oCt) :: L. 01Y(t-l) 1- ~ Q 

1=1 

let) =I o ' 

and c1 is the marginal propensity to consume presently 

that 1s associated with income level at period t. Substi

tuting (4.2) into (4.1), >we get 

This 1s an n-th order difference equation, and for the 

homogeneous equation in the usual procedure for solution 

we get an n-th power polynomial whose solution is composed 

(41) Hicks formulates a eonsuurotion function with a dis
tributed lag of p periods: Bee J.R. Hicks, AOon
tribu~ion to th~ Theorl of_the Trade Oycl!j
loc. cit. p.172. 
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of n roots which may be real, or complex, or a combination 

of both. Since there is no general way of solving an n-th 

power polynomial, another method of solving the difference 
(42) 

equation will be resorted to. As Samuelson states, an 

n-th order difference equation can be reduced to a system 

of n first order difference equations in n variables. 

This reduction is called 'normalization,' and can be 

illustrated for (4.3) as follows: 

Let xo(t) =Jrlt+l), and xi(t) =Xi_l(t-l), for 

i = l, ••• ,n. We define the following n-dimensional 

vectors: 

A = col. {Io + ~o, 0, • • . , 01o 

matrix A = col. fe, ul ' u 2 , • • • , ~-l} , 

where u i is the i-th unit row vector. Then (4.3) 

can be expressed as 

This is a syst;,em of n first-order difference equations. 

Using this we can analyse the multiplier and investigate 

the stability of (4.3). The solution of (4.4) will be 

given as 

(42) P.A. Samuelson, Foundations t of .Economl,c-:.AJ;tallsis , 
loc. ctt. p.386. 
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It is obvious that the behavior of At as t goes 

to infinity is crucial for the stability of (4.4). If At 

does not converge, the system will not be stable. Thus 

we have to find a condition which makes At converge to 

zero as t goes to infinity. A sufficient condition may 

be given in the following theorem:
(43) 

Theorem 4.1 if the sumrow f:.- Icil< 1, 
i=l 

then lim At =o. 
t ....o:> 

This theorem is very similar to theorem (3.2) 

which we discussed in Chapter III, and its proof can be 

given in a similar way. Here let us follow Bear's proof. 

Proof Let X be any nonzero vector, and let 

max Ixl denote the absolute value of the largest element 

of X. Then 

(44) 
max IAX I ~ max Ix l • 

(43) Bear, 0E- cit. p.40.
(44) Recall 

cc1 °2 • • • n 
1 0 0 

A = 
• • 

0 1 0 
•• 

•
0 • • - 1 0 

and X = thenXl 

~
• 
• 
• 
Xn 
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similarly, we can say 

2
max IA XI <: max I AXI ~max I xl, 

and continuing in this induetive fashion we obtain 

(45) 
max IAllx\ < max Ixl • 

IAXI: ~10iXi
~
•
• 
• 
Xn-l 

<A 'max X 
max X 

• 
• 
• 

max X 
• 

n 
This is from the restriction~ ICil~ 1. Compare the 

i=l
first element oflAXl with that of A maxi xl, i.e.

~lc~xt1 with ':=1 ei maxlXI. Due to the fact m: Ixl~lxil
(i. 1, ••• ,n) and'£:. 0i<l, we havef!:... CiXi < L.. ci maxJxl. 

n ~1 ~1 ~1

Furthermore,L cimax\xl <max IX\. Inequality of
1:1

max I AXI <max I xl holds only if max 1x141~1 (i=l, ••• , n) •

(45) 2 ° C2 • • • en max I A Xl = maxi AI lAXI : 1 
1 o ••• 0 

o 1 ••• 0 

• 
o • 

cJ:: °1Xi + ~ c1x. 1i= 1 1.....2, -""J.

t1 CiXi 

Xl 
•
• 
• 
Xn-2 

..

n 

x 

01~0i + .!f.;2Ci max I xr 

>~=1 cimax I xl 

max Ixi 
•
• 

max I x \ 

>:=1ciX1 

Xl 
•
• 
• 
Xn -l 

n 
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Note that the inequality holds. From this, we can see 

that there exists a p, with 0 < P <1, such that 

max \ A~I ~p max Ixl. 

Expressing t as a multiple of n plus a. remainder, 

t =qn + s, we see that 

max IAtxl = max IAqnllAsllxl ~max IAQnllxl 

= max IAnIIAn/••• IAnxl~pqmaxlxl.

n
L 0i maxlXI 
1=1
nr=. 01 Ixlmax ~max lAX I ~ max Ixl·1",1

max IXI
•
•

max
• IXI n 

In the above procedure, let us note that since ~lc11 <;: 1, 

i 01· c1 < c1' and therefore c1L 01'" L c1 <t. c1 • 
i=l i~l 1=1 i=l 

2The first two elements of A X are strictly less than 
max IX I, and the strict inequality holds 1f max l xl • IXi' 
(1 =1, ••• ,n-2). If we repeat the s1milar procedure, 

we see that all elements of AnX become less than max IX\. 
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Since t +~ as q ~4>D,

lim IAt x I~lim pq max IX I =o. 
t .... oo g..... ,o, 

Thus, lim max IAtxl= O. Since X is a nonzero vector, 
t ..oo 

At + 0, as t .." 00 • 

Now we can state the stability condition: under 

\heorem (4.1). ,; that is, if the sum of the marginal 

propensity to consume for period i (i =l, ••• ,n) is less 

than unity in absolute value, the system (4.3) is stable 

and it converges to the static equilibrium [I _ A] -1. 

Furthermore l I - A ] -1 has a particular property 

that all elements in its first column are equal to 

• This can be proved easily• Reoall that 

• • -0n
det [I - AJ = 

o 

o -1 1 o 

• * • ., • . ....• o -1 1 

and adding oolumn i to column i-I (i =l, ••• ,n), we get 

n n 
det -0[I - AJ - -c2 • • • =(1 - Lc i )·- l-t=-lci n i=l 

0 1 • • • 0 

• •• •
0 1 
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As for co-factors of -01 we can see that 

i~1 i-I (46) 
cof. (-oi) = (-1) (-1) =1. 

Thus, the elements of the first column of [I _ A ] -1 
n -1 

are equal to (1 - L.. 0i) • 
1=1 

(46) See Bear, OPe cit. p.48. Here we will give some 
111ulitre.t 1I()n8';-~-

The co-factor of (l-cl)
1+1 1+1= (-1) 1 O. • • 0 = (-1) 

-1 1 ••• 0 

o -1 1 •• 0 
•
• , . 
o ••• -1 1 

1 0 • • • 0 
o 1 ••• 0 

• 1 •• • 
•

0 • • • • 1 

=1. By adding row k to row k-l, we have the 
identity matrix. 

4+1 
The co-factor of -04 = (-1) 

4+1
=(-1) -1 1 o o 

o -1 1 ••• o• 
o 0 -1 • • o• 
o 0 010 o 
o 0 001 o• 
• 

• o 1 

-1 1 O. • • 0 

o -1 1. • • 0 
• 

• 
• , .. 
o • • ••-1 1 

= (_1)4+1(_1)4-1 - 1, 

by adding the'"last 
(n-S) columns to 

its predecessors. 

Similarly, we can generalize for co-factor of-c
as 

1+1 i-I 
cof. (~Ci) = (-1) (-1) =1. 

i 
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n 
Using this property we can say that if 1= ci equals

i=l 
the marginal propensity to consU$a, c, of the aggregate 

Keynesian dynamic model of (2.2'), the equilibrium level 

of output in model (4.3) and (2.2') are the same. In 

this manner we see that the aggregate multiplier with a 

one-period lag (2.2 ' ) can be taken as a special case of 

that with a distributed lag (4.3). 

4.3 The matrix mUltiplier with a distributed lag 

The next logical extension of a distributed lag 

analysis is to apply it to the matrix dynamic multiplier 

which we have discussed in Chapter III. Methods and tools 

which are used in making the matrix multiplier with a dis

tributed lag are in essence the same as those ':we 'ha:vea.;la.. 

cussed in the preVious section. However, they become more 

complicated and tedious. In this section, we will il

lustrate the matrix multiplier with a distributed lag 

but we will not go into any proof of the stability condi

tions. We will only point out that, as is the case before, 

the matrix multiplier with a distributed lag includes the 

matrix multiplier with one period lag and that both of 

them have the same equilibrium solution. 

If we introduce a distributed lag to the system 

(3.3), it will become 
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K. K2 

.6.Y1 (t) = &1 +f. aUk &1(t-k).. I al2ltb2(t~k)
k=l k=l 

+••• +~alnkJlYn(t-k),
k=J. 

~Y2(t) =.&2 t tla21~Yl(t-k) + >:~la22k1i.Y2(t-k)

+ '" +t a2nkfun(t-k), 

(4.6) 

LlYn(t) : LlIn t~\anlkful(t-k) + i=;.an2lt b 2 (t-k) 

K 
+ • • • + kl&nnk;L1 Yn(t-k), 

or in a simpler form 

(1 =1, ••• ,n) , 

where Kj is the number of per10ds to whioh income of the 

j-th sector responds when it makes expenditures; for example, 

Kj =n means that the j-th sector bases its expenditure 

on income in n preVious periods. It 1s not necessary that 

Xj =Xi (.1 \ i). If we consider only & one-period lag, 

then (4.7) reduces to (3.12), 1.e. 
K 

(4.8) L1Yi ·(t) =Lui fL A.Yj (t-l)Z &ijk
J-l k=l 

=L1Ii + t.aijLYj(t-l).
j=1 
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Bear calls (4.8) the "first-order analogue" or 
(47)

Ufirst-order aggregation" of (4.7). 

If we denote Z(t) = col. (AYl (t). • • • • L~':Yn(t) 1' 
Ak ' for a given k l , and Bo = C01.{AI1' •••• 11.I } • = [aijk ,] n 

then we can write (4.7) in matrix form 

K*
(4.7') - Z(t) = L. A,....Z(t-k) + Bo.'k=l ~A 

* 
where K*= m~x fKi}. Similarly, if we write. A =f;0 Ak • 

J. k=l 
(4.8' becomes 

(4.8 f ) 

Now we will proceed to show that the matrix multi

plier with a distributed lag,{4.7') ,and that with a one

period lag ,(4.8'>, have the same equilibrium solution, ,that 

is to say, the same particular solution. 

SUbstituting Z¥. into Z(t). Where -1"= co14AY1 •••• ' AYn}. 

we have from (4.7') 

K~

and since L Ak =it; 
k?l 

(4.9) 

Similarly, from (4.8 t ) we get 
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Thus we can say that (4.7') and (4.8') have the same 

equilibrium solution. 

In the previous section we haveobserved'thatan 

n-th order difference equation can be normalized into a 

system of n first order differenceenqat10ns in n 

variables. Using this property we can normalize (4.7') 

into a system of K (= L
N 

Xi) first order difference 
i=-l 

equations. 

For each i, let xio(t) =~Y1(t+l), xik(t) =x i 'k_l(t-l) 

for k = 1, 2, ••• , K1 • Define Y1 (t) = 001. {X (t),
11

x12 (t) , • • ., x1K1 (t) }, and Y(t ) = 001. fY1 (t), Y2 (t), ••• , 

YN(t) }. Also let B1 be the Xi-dimensional vector, 

B1 = cOl.{il Ii' 0 , ••• ,o} and let Co :: fBl' B2 , ••• ,1!:N} • 

Then we can normalize (4.7') into 

(4.10) Yet) =A y(t-l} + Co' 

where A is a partitioned matrix such as 

A - All A12 • • • Aln 
A21 A22 • • • A2n
• 
• 
•
Anl • • Axm 
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and 

and fer 1 \ j 

&112 • • • 

I o 

o I o 

" 
• 
o o• • • 1 

a- 1j1 8.1j2 • • • S,1jK
j 

A1j 
0 0 0 

• 
• • 
• 

~ Ct.0 0 

We now solve (4.10). By iteration, we get 

and we can express a complete solution 1n the form of 

The distributed lag multiplier 1s stable if the 

one-period la.g multiplier (or the first-order analogue) 
(48) 

1s stable. This 1s proved by Bear. The stability condi

tion indicates that an elaboration of dynamiesfrom one

period lags to distributed lag does not destroy the 

properties observed in the one-period lag analysis. In 

(48) Ope cit. p.98. 
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other words, the ana-period lag analysis can represent a 

case where a time lag is distributed over mUltiple periods. 

However, we should be reminded that this oondition is only 

plausible undar tha assumptlon that ooefficients, a1j 1n 

the case of ~3.12) and S,ljk in the Case Qf (4.6) are 

all nonnegative. The extension of the multiplier theory 

into a distributed lag analysis makes the theory more 

general and oomplete. 

In this chapter, confining couraelves to period 

analysis, we expanded one-period lag analysis into dls

brlbuted lag a.nalysis. We have seen this in two different 

models, 1.e. the aggregate multiplier and the matrix 

mUltiplier. We attempted to show that one-period lag 

analysls 1s included in a distributed lag analysis as a 

special case of the latter. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The main task of this study has been to trace the 

development of the concept of the multiplier. We started 

with the aggregate static multiplier and then we extended 

it to the disaggregate static one. In both cases we formul

ated the dynamic multipliers by putting a one-period lag 

in the models, and then we elaborated one-period into dis

tributed lag analysis. In the discussion of the disaggre

gate dynamic multiplier we have noticed that there are 

two alternative definitions of the multiplier; one 1s in 

the limiting situation and the other concerns a power 

series on a period-to-period basis. The former definition 

is concerned only with the effect of autonomous expenditures 

in the limit and the latter compares the effect in period t 

with that in period t-l. In this essay we have followed 

the former definition, and we pointed out in Chapter III 

that Chipmants and Goodwin's discussions indicate a lack 

of precision in their concept of the matrix multiplier. 

At this point it is possible to consider the 

usefulness of the multiplier since the discussions of 

static and dynamic,aggregate and dlsaggregate multipliers 

exhaust the conceptual possibilities. The use of dif
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ferential or integral equations, as has been done by 

certain writers, yields multipliers which, although having 

different mathematical properties, nonetheless are still 

static or dynamic, aggregate or disaggregate in nature. 

Obvious criteria for the usefulness of the multi

plier are its role in pure theory and its contribution to 

the analysis of empirical problems. From the standpoint 

of pure theory it may be noted that the multiplier was 

introduced around 1930 to the study of economics as a 

method of analysis, i.e., as a way of investigating a 

problem. Ever since then it has been used in theory as a 

tool for ascertaining the marginal effect of a change of 

one economic variable upon another variable; for example, 

the marginal effect of a change in investment upon national 

income. Originally, the mUltiplier resulted from algebraic 

manipUlation of economic relationships such as the income

equals-consumption-plus-investment-identity or the be

havioral equation expressing consumption as a function of 

income. In this respect there was little if any attempt 

to make the multiplier "realistic tl ; rather, efforts were 

devoted to imprOVing the specification of behavioral re

lationships. However, the introduction of distributed 

lags seems to have little economic justification other 

than reasonableness, so that the particular form of the 

coefficients is frequently a matter of mathematical 
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convenience. Thus one might infer that the tl pure theoryt' 

of the multiplier has reached a point in which little 

progress is currently being made. 

From the standpoint of empirical analysis, the 

estimation of the mUltiplier is extremely difficult, if 

indeed possible, for or all of the following reasons. 

We assume that ohanges in population, in mode of production, 

or in the pattern of oonsumer wants are given and that 

they do not interfere with our economic models. However, 

in an actual economy these 'organio' changes may well 

influence the economic model even to the point of invali

dating the results obtained by the model. One may argue 

that coefficients of the models we have dealt with will 

tend to change over time, thus reflecting some organic 

changes in economic society. Thus in our multiplier 

models the marginal propensity to consume, e or aij' 

as well as an increm.ent in autonomous expenditure, 6. I 

or L. Ii should be treated as a function of tim.e. This 

modification, which is beyond the scope of this essay, 

involves highly complex mathematical operations. Even 

if we so complicate our model and find one solution, it 

is meaningless unless we can say that this set of variable 

coefficients characterizes the economy better than 

constant coefficients. Similar remarks may be directed 
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to attempts to construct non-linear economic models. 

The difficulty of deciding what variable coefficients or 

non-linear functions reflect closely an actual economy 

constitutes a reason why a linear economic model with 

constant coefficients is extensively used. The linear 

model, despite its limitations, at least provides us with 

a provisional understanding of economic relations in our 

society. 

In addition, we have to raise the question of the 

role of expectations in the transmission of changes in 

autonomous expenditure to changes in income. What we 

know seems to indicate that dynamic analysis, especially 

that with distributed lags, should not be too successful. 

For if it were, this would imply in effect that expectations 

are largely meaningless. However, we do not know what 

form expectations take, and so we cannot conclude that 

poor estimates of income changes by the use of distributed 

lags necessarily implies that expectations playa major 

role in the analysis. Examining the whole development 

of the multiplier theory it seems to be a reasonable 

evaluation that the usefulness of the multiplier lies 

in pure theory as a heuristic device for the analysis 

of economic problems. 
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